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Nov. 22, 1931

Dear Ray,

The thought occurred to me that, had I been born earlier, I might have known Maupassant, Balsac or Spence instead of Ray, Brabourne. Could any of them have been as thoughtful, loving and unspoiled by fame as you? I doubt it.

I cherish your friendship, and am touched that you remembered and took the time, to bring me another Brabourne treasure, this time "On Stage".

A thousand thanks and many love. We missed you at the party, a grand one, with Victor Borge and Dudley Moore outdoing each other.

Your devotedly,

Henri
Nov. 22, 1991

Dear Ray,

The thought occurred to me that, had I been born earlier, I might have known Maupassant, Balzac or Goethe instead of Ray Bradbury. Could any of them have been as thoughtful, loving and unspoiled by fame as you? I doubt it.

I cherish your friendship, and am touched that you remembered, and took the time, to bring me another Bradbury treasure, this time “On Stage”.

A thousand thanks and mad love. We missed you at the party, a grand one, with Victor Borge and Dudley Moore outdoing each other.

Your devotedly

Henri